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ABSTRACT

All around the world the demand for water is increasing, especially in arid and
semi-arid regions, including Iraq which subject to continuous desertification that is
worsening, more importantly the Jezira region in northwestern Iraq. Thus, it’s crucial to
have a better strategy for water management. One of these strategies is to promote
groundwater recharge for restoring the aquifer depletion. The successful groundwater
recharge is limited by some potential data such as the annual water budge and
precipitation measurements. The atomospheric and hydrological observations are limited
by sparse population which tends to be less in arid and semi-arid regions. Therefore, an
alternative to the ground measurement of rainfall is needed. Satellite-based measurements
limit the restriction of ground station. However, the satellite products have significant
uncertainty. Therefore, seven precipitation estimates have tested against rain gauges in
Orange County and Los Angeles County, California. In order to establish a water
management strategy in Jezira region, annual water budget should be known, which
could be measure through observational discharge station. Unfortunately, only few
months of discharge was measured manually in the north Jezira, which Hatra
subwatershed. Computer model was used to recover the streamflow measurement. The
Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) was great candidate to overcome the problem.
The observational data of stream discharge was used to calibrate the model. In
conclusion, water management is possible in ungauged arid and semi-arid regions by
using remote sensing data and computer modeling
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1. INTRODUCTION

A lack of water resources has created challenges globally, which worsen in arid
and semiarid regions. Arid and semiarid area characterize by having finite natural water
resources, with surface runoff and precipitation varying greatly in time and space
(Wheater, Mathias, & Li, 2010; Ribot, Magalhaes, & Panagides, 2005; Watson &
Zinyowera, 1996.).
Despite the need for hydrological data to improve water management, such data
in arid and semiarid areas has been limited such as precipitation and watershed discharge
data (Wheater, Sorooshian, & Sharma, 2007). (Jezira region). The lack of such
hydroclimatic measurements limits the success of hydrological models (Kavetski,
Kuczera, & Franks, 2006). To improve models of poorly or ungauged catchments, remote
sensing data have been the alternative of in situ measurements (Tang, Gao, Lu, &
Lettenmaier, 2009; Schmugge, Kustas, Ritchie, Jackson, & Rango, 2002; Pietroniro, &
Prowse, n.d.).
Satellite-based precipitation methods overcome many of the limitations associated
with ground-based data and are widely used in the scientific community (Adler et al.,
2003; Ebert, 2005; Huffman et al., 2006; Ebert et al., 2007; Artan et al., 2007;
Sawunyama and Hughes, 2008; Stisen and Sandholt, 2010). Although satellite-based
precipitation estimates have significant advantages over ground-based techniques, they
are not as accurate as rain gauge data (Tian and Peters-Lidard, 2010; Behrangi et al.,
2011; Carrey, 2011; Sharifi, E, et. al. 2016). The error in satellite-based estimates of
precipitation leads to the need for calibration, as this error adds significant uncertainty to
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hydrological models (Nijssen and Lettenmaier, 1997; Tian et al., 2010). Several studies
have explained that the source of error could come from the sensor itself, while other
errors could be generated by the algorithm used to estimate precipitation (Hong et al.,
2007; Aghakouchak et. al., 2012). Many researchers have investigated the uncertainty in
satellite-based precipitation (Bellerby and Sun 2005; Turk et al.,., 2008; Ebert et al.,.,
2007; Habib et al.,., 2012; Bharti et al.,., 2015), and numerous studies have suggested
improvements to the algorithms to enhance the satellite-based precipitation accuracy
(Taylor 1997).
There is no ground-based or direct method to estimate water budget rather than
the computer modeling to obtain the water balance in a watershed. As there are
numerous hydrological models, choosing the right one is critical to making accurate
hydrological predictions. Devia, Ganasri, and Dwarakish (2015) have examined the
performance of various hydrological models (i.e. SWAT model). They concluded that the
SWAT model could obtain good hydrological predictions with little direct calibration. In
addition, several studies have proven the capability of SWAT to predict hydrological
information in tropical regions with sparse data (Nyeko, 2015; Naschen et al., 2018,
Suliman et. al., 2015; Wagner et. al., 2013; Srinivasan et. al., 2010; Noori & Kalin, 2016;
Rafiei Emam et al., 2017). In this study, remotely sensed datasets were input into the
SWAT model to estimate the historical surface runoff in poorly gauged Hatra sub
watersheds. Within the region of study, local runoff during the wet season is the main
source of surface water, which contributes to small, local floods. In the absence of
continuous in situ observations in the area, the SWAT model was calibrated against three
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months of observational data. After the volume of the possible water supply is
determined, the model must estimate how much of this water can be stored for future use.
Given the arid climate in the study site, promoting groundwater recharge during
the wet season for later extraction during the growing season may be one method limiting
evaporative losses and providing a longer-term groundwater supply (Gale 2005, Dillon et
al. 2009; Maliva and Missimer 2012; O’Leary et al. 2012, Russo, Fisher, and Lockwood
2015, Das and Pardeshi 2018), ) One of the advantages of ground storage is limiting
water losses by evaporation as well as improve groundwater quality (Russo, Fisher, and
Lockwood 2015) (Ma and Spalding 1997). Understanding the infiltration rates for
groundwater recharge will also help determine the need for supplemental water storage
using surface impoundments. better water management in such regions are crucial and
have been improving constantly,one of these practices is to promote groundwater
recharge during the wet season for later extraction during the drought time.
Success groundwater recharge project is depending totally on how accurate the
groundwater potential delineation (Ahmadi, Mahdavirad, and Bakhtiari 2017). Indicating
suitable zones for groundwater recharge through traditional methods by using field
testing is difficult and time consuming as groundwater is subsurface flow, it will require
numerous field measurements in this matter. For these reasons, using the indirect method
to locate groundwater potential zones is more efficient, which relies on analysis several
satellite-derived surface features data such as soil texture, drainage pattern and density,
lineament features, landuse and land cover, surficial lithology, and some satellite-based
precipitation measurements (Sander et al. 1996; Nag 2005; Sener et al. 2005; Solomon
and Quiel 2006;Ahmed, Jayakumar, and Salih 2008 ; Ganapuram et al. 2009; Singh et al.
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2011b; Magesh et al. 2012; Mukherjee et al. 2012; Russo, Fisher, and Lockwood 2015;
Russo, Fisher, and Lockwood 2015; Ahmadi, Mahdavirad, and Bakhtiari 2017;Das et al.
2017, 2018; Das and Pardeshi 2018b). Many hydrogeomorphology features can be
processed and integrated into variety hydrogeomorphology thematic layers, to identify
groundwater potential zones with accuracy and time-consuming efficiency, (Tiwari et al.
2017). (Bhowmick, Mukhopadhyay, and Sivakumar 2014) (Tiwari et al. 2017)
(Bhowmick, Mukhopadhyay, and Sivakumar 2014). Several studies have applied remote
sensing and GIS techniques to delineate groundwater potential zones all over the world
(Raj and Sinha, 1989; Champati et al., 1993; Krishnamurththyet al., 1996; Saraf and
Chaudhary, 1998; Shahid et al., 2000). , Jaiswal, 2003) Solomon and Quiel 2006;
Agarwal, P. K. Garg and R. D. Garg.
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PAPER

I. EVALUATION OF THE ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT SATELLITE-BASED
ESTIMATES OF PRECIPITATION IN A SEMI-ARID CLIMATE

Majid S. Mohamodl, 2 and Katherine Grotel
Department of Geosciences and Geological and Petroleum Engineering, Missouri
University of Science and Technology, McNutt Hall, 1400 N. Bishop Ave, Rolla, MO
65401, USA,
College of Science, University of Tikrit, Salahdin, Iraq

ABSTRACT

Satellite data play a significant role in hydrological studies and provide an
important source of continuous precipitation data that can be used to study regions
without ground-based precipitation measurements. The high temporal resolution,
comprehensive spatial coverage, and availability of satellite data are significant
advantages of satellite-based precipitation estimates. However, there is still significant
uncertainty about the accuracy of these data, and calibration for specific climates and
latitudes is often needed. This study explores the accuracy of different satellite-based
estimates of precipitation in a semi-arid environment that is very similar to that in much
of the Middle East, which is a region where satellite data are especially important for
hydrologic studies. In this study, precipitation estimates from Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM), Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TRMM 3B42), Global
Satellite Mapping of Precipitation (GsMaP MVK), Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR), and Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural
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Networks (PERSIANN, PERSIANN-CCS and PERSIANN-CDR) were compared to
ground-based measurements on daily, bi-weekly, and monthly scales over a time period
ranging from 2012 to 2016. The study area is located within Orange County and Los
Angeles County, California, and has 15 ground-based weather stations that have daily
data over this time period. Statistical analyses between ground-based and satellite-based
precipitation data show that daily correlations between the two data types were typically
poor. As expected, both bi-weekly and monthly satellite-based data showed higher
correlations with ground-based measurements than did daily data. Of the different
precipitation estimate techniques, TRMM data were the most accurate for all time
intervals when different types of error or correlation were considered, while the CFSR
and GsMaP were the least accurate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of precipitation are vital to understanding and solving important
societal problems, especially in arid climates. Precipitation measurements are core to a
variety of scientific applications including climate change modeling, hydrological
modeling, and drought and flood forecasting. The timing and intensity of precipitation are
also critical for water budget analyses, including partitioning precipitation into
groundwater recharge or surface runoff (Blacutt, et. al., 2015; Sikorska and Seibert,
2015). The accuracy of the precipitation estimates used in these models and analyses is
important for obtaining reliable results (Meng et al., 2002; Sorooshian et al., 2005).
Precipitation has historically been measured using ground-based methods such as
rain gauges. Rain gauges are one of the most accurate methods for precipitation
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measurement, but the scarcity of ground stations, particularly in areas with sparse
populations or political unrest, limits the availability of rain gauge data in some locations.
It is also difficult to place rain gauges in complex terrain such as mountainous regions or
in areas with large surface water bodies. These limitations restrict the use of rain gauges
for obtaining precipitation measurements with high spatial and temporal resolution in
some regions. Satellite-based precipitation methods overcome many of the limitations
associated with ground-based data and are widely used in the scientific community
(Adler et al., 2003; Ebert, 2005; Huffman et al., 2005; Ebert et al., 2007; Artan et al.,
2007; Sawunyama and Hughes, 2008; Stisen and Sandholt, 2010). Satellite-based
precipitation measurements are based on statistical analyses of cloud characteristics
obtained from visible and thermal IR imagery at different elevations (Arkin, 1979; Arkin,
et. al. 1987; Arkin, et. al. 1989). Some satellite-based precipitation products (e.g. CFSR)
also use ground-based measurements to calibrate the satellite estimates. Global satellite
coverage is obtained through the combination of several satellites monitoring
simultaneously at different places around the globe. The coarsest spatial resolution from
satellite data is approximately 0.5 degrees, and data are typically recorded every hour
(Tian et. al., 2009).
Although satellite-based precipitation estimates have significant advantages over
ground-based techniques, they are not as accurate as rain gauge data (Tian and PetersLidard, 2010; Behrangi et al., 2010; Carrey, 2011; Sharifi, E, et. al. 2016). The error in
satellite-based estimates of precipitation leads to the need for calibration, as this error
adds significant uncertainty to hydrological models (Nijssen and Lettenmaier, 2004; Tian
et al., 2010). Several studies have explained that the source of error could come from the
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sensor itself, while other errors could be generated by the algorithm used to estimate
precipitation (Hong et al., 2006; Aghakouchak et. al., 2012). Many researchers have
investigated the uncertainty in satellite-based precipitation (Bellerby and Sun 2005; Turk
et al.,., 2008; Ebert et al.,., 2007; Habib et al.,., 2012; Bharti et al.,., 2015), and numerous
studies have suggested improvements to the algorithms to enhance the satellite-based
precipitation accuracy (Taylor 1999). As satellite data are collected and aggregated at
different temporal and spatial resolutions, these studies can be broadly classified by
resolution. As upscaling and interpolation techniques are often used to address the
differences in spatial resolution, we have considered studies based on their temporal
resolution. Although there is a wide range of studies and satellite data used, note that
most of these studies were performed in subtropical, tropical, temperate, or alpine
climates, so an analysis focusing on arid regions is still needed.
Several studies have analyzed satellite-based precipitation estimates with daily
temporal resolution. Tang et. al. (2016) investigated the accuracy of the satellite-based
Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission Integrated Multi-Satellite Retrievals
for GPM (IMERG), Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA 3B42V7), and the
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM 3B42RT) over the Ganjiang River basin in
southeast China, which has a subtropical, humid monsoon climate. The analysis was
conducted on daily basis with 0.25° spatial resolution, from May to September 2014. A
standard bilinear interpolation method was used to grid 0.1° x 0.1° satellite weather
stations. The results show that the three products have approximately the same
correlation coefficient against the rain gauges; these coefficients range between 0.63 and
0.87. TRMM Multi-Satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) was analyzed on a daily
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scale with a spatial resolution of 0.25° by Scheel et al., (2011) to evaluate its ability to
estimate the rainfall rates in the Central Andes, which have a warm temperate climate
with dry winters and wet summers. In this study, contingency and statistical analyses
(bias, root mean square error (RMSE), and Pearson’s correlation coefficient) methods
were used to evaluate the TMPA data. The results show that TMPA has large biases
within the daily scale, but the bias decreases significantly at the monthly scale. Duan et
al., (2016) evaluated eight high resolution precipitation products, including TRMM,
CMORPH (the Climate Prediction Center MORPHing technique), CMORPH_RAW,
CMORPH_CRT and CMORPH_BLD, PGF (Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset for
land surface modelling), PCDR (Precipitation Estimation from Remotely Sensed
Information using Artificial Neural Networks-Climate Data Record), CHIRPS (Climate
Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data) and GSMaP_MVK (Global
Satellite Mapping of Precipitation) over complex topography in Adige Basin (Italy) on a
daily scale. This study area also has wet summers and dry winters. They concluded that
CMORPH_BLD and TRMM had better correlation coefficients with rain gage data than
did PGF data. Liu, et al., (2016) used the Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) to
evaluate PERSIANN-CDR and Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS)
precipitation in the northern Tibetan Plateau, China. This region has a climate of summer
monsoons. The simulated streamflow from SWAT indicates that both products have the
high-level capability for hydrological predications. A similar study was conducted by
Fuka, et al., (2014) to evaluate CFSR data to predicate historical streamflow of five
watersheds using the SWAT model. These watersheds are located within a variety of
climate types and ground elevations. They concluded in this study that simulated
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streamflow accurate as the rainfall gauges. CFSR and TRMM 3B42V7 were also used in
a hydrological model Hydrologiska Byrans Vattenbalansavdelning (HBV) and Parameter
Efficient Distributed (PED) in Upper Blue Nile Beles, (Worqlul et al., 2017 ), and they
found that both data types were able to predicate streamflow in both locations.
Many studies have also been performed using total precipitation received each
month. On a monthly time scale, Fengrui and Xi (2016) have concluded in a study within
several climate zones (tropical, subarctic, and alpine) over China’s mainland that GPM
data have better estimations of rainfall than TRMM; however, GPM had a poor
performance during winter time. Another study conducted by Pfeifroth et al.,., (2013)
examined four satellite-based weather precipitation products: European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ERA-Interim), Global Precipitation Climatology
Centre (GPCP), NASA’s Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and
Applications (MERRA), and Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from
Satellite Data (HOAPS) against ground-based measurements acquired in the tropical
Pacific Database (PACRAIN) by dividing the study area into gridded boxes of 2.58°
latitude-longitude resolution. The results show that GPCP data have the best correlation
and lowest bias on a monthly scale.
Some studies have been performed using a variety of time scales. A study was
applied over mountainous terrain in the western Black Sea area of Turkey by Derin and
Yilmaz (2014). Two types of climate exist in this region, depending on the orographic
location. The windward side of the mountains is classified as a mid-latitude humid
temperate climate, while the leeward side is classified as a dry/sub-humid continental
climate. Four satellite-based products were examined: TRMM-3B42v7, TMPA near-real
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time (7RT) and post-real-time (7A), CMORPH, and the Multi-Sensor Precipitation
Estimate (MPE) of the European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites (EUMETSAT). The study was conducted using daily, monthly, seasonal, and
annual scales for the period 2007-2011. The authors concluded that the satellite-based
precipitation estimates have different levels of accuracy based on the region of the
mountain and the season. TMPA-7A, TMPA-7RT products typical under-forecast along
the region of windward slopes and over-forecast within leeward regions, especially
during the periods of colder weather. CMORPH data always under-forecast in windward
and leeward slopes during all seasons. TRMM shows better performance among other
satellite estimates on monthly scales for both regions and seasons. Overall, all satellite
estimates products tend to overestimate monthly precipitation except CMORPH. Satellite
daily estimates were less accurate than those taken on a monthly time scale. In another
study, Zambrano-Bigiarini et al., (2016) evaluated seven satellite-based precipitation
measurements (CHIRPSv2, TMPA 3B42v7, PERSIAN-CCS, MSWEPv1.1, CMORPH,
PERSIANN-CDR, and PGFv3) acquired over 11 climates types ranging from
polar/tundra to hot desert in Chile and compared them to measurements recorded at 366
ground stations on a daily, monthly, seasonal, and annual basis. Point-based rain gauge
comparison was applied using the bilinear interpolation method by upscaling the satellitebased pixel to 0.25° (Hijmans, 2016). Results show that the satellite-based precipitation
estimates predict rainfall within the humid climate regions better than they do in the arid
regions of the study area, and all techniques were better at determining whether
precipitation occurred than in estimating precipitation intensity. Overall, PGFv3 data
were the most accurate, followed by CHIRPSv2, 3B42v7, and MSWEPv1.1, for all time
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scales except the annual scale. The least accurate precipitation estimates were generated
by CMORPH, PERSIANN-CCS-Adj, and PERSIANN-CDR. Zhu et al.,(2016) was
analyzed three satellite-based rainfall products: PERSIANN-CDR, TRMM 3B42v7, and
CFSR on daily and monthly scales over humid climate in China. SWAT was used to test
their performance in hydrological predication. The results indicate that TRMM 3B42V7
has better performance on monthly scales, meanwhile, the other two products showed
better hydrological predication on daily basis.
In the studies identified in this literature review, estimates of precipitation from
GPM IMERG and TRMM 3B42V7 were typically the most accurate. However, problems
have been noted with GPM-based precipitation estimates during winter months in
tropical, subarctic, and alpine climate zones. TRMM data tend to have more bias on a
daily scale than do GPM data, although these bias decreases noticeably on a monthly
scale. In the studies cited, TRMM products typically under-forecast in mid-latitude
humid climate zones and over-forecast within dry/sub-humid continental climate regions,
especially during the winter. PERSIANN-CCS and PERSIANN-CDR data did not
perform as well as GPM or TRMM techniques, and the accuracy of TRMM data within
arid climates was notably poorer than in humid climate zones.
In this study, we seek to better understand the accuracy and the uncertainties of
satellite-based precipitation products in mid-latitude arid regions over a range of time
scales. We compare satellite data with ground-based rainfall measurements on a daily, bi
weekly, and monthly basis to understand the limitations of each data set. Several
techniques have been used in this study to investigate the bias and uncertainty of satellitebased precipitation estimates as a function of temporal resolution in an arid climate.
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2. STUDY AREA LOCATION AND CLIMATE

The study area is located in southeastern California (Figure 1), in Los Angeles
and Orange Counties. This study area was chosen because it has a similar climate (arid to
semi-arid) to north-western Iraq (Peel et al., 2007), which is a future study area. This area
in Iraq is similar to many other areas in the Middle East, and it is of critical importance
for water management studies. Like many locations in this region, accurate ground-based
measurements of precipitation are not available, so satellite data are the only method of
constructing the water budgets needed for water management planning. The study area in
California was chosen as the location that best replicated climatic and topographic
conditions in the Middle East, but also had accurate ground-based measurements
available, and thus may be most useful for understanding the accuracy of different types
of satellite-based data in the Middle East. In general, satellite-based precipitation
estimates in the Middle East are expected to have relatively low error, based on the
conclusions of a study performed by Tian and Peters-Lidard (2010), which attempts to
quantify the global uncertainty of satellite-based rainfall measurements by classifying the
world into zones based on the probability of error in satellite data in each zone.
However, understanding the magnitude of the expected error and bias is important for
predicting uncertainties in model outputs that use these satellite data as inputs.
The climate of southern California is classified as Mediterranean, which is
characterized by warm, wet winters and hot, dry summers (Kottek et. al., 2006). The
average low and high monthly temperatures are 3.6°C and 12.2°C, which occur during
December and August, respectively. The driest month is August, with an average rainfall
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of 0.21 mm, and the wettest month is February, with an average of 91.16 mm (National
Centers for Environmental Information, 2015). Average monthly temperature and
precipitation data are given in Figures 2 and 3.

3. DATA ACQUISITION

In this study, we used seven satellite-based weather products. A short description
of the technique used by each product to estimate precipitation is given below.

3.1. CLIMATE FORECAST SYSTEM REANALYSIS (CFSR)
The National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) has designed CFSR to
provide data of the coupled atmosphere-ocean-land surface-sea ice system with the best
possible weather measurements. Reanalysis of weather data was generated based on high
quality observational data using a model calibrated over very short periods until the
results of the weather data matched the ground measurements. CFSR data are produced
on a daily basis with a resolution of ~38 km (Saha et al., 2014).

3.2. PRECIPITATION ESTIMATION FROM REMOTELY SENSED
INFORMATION USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (PERSIANN)
PERSIANN systems estimate rainfall based on infrared brightness and temperature
images provided by geostationary satellites in addition to daytime visible imagery. These
are used as inputs in neural network function calculations/approximations. PERSIANN
has a spatial resolution of 0.25° with 50°S to 50°N global coverage. The model updates
through supervised classification of adaptive training features from ground rainfall
measurements when updates become available (Hsu et. al. 1997; Hsu et. al. 1999;
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Sorooshian et. al. 2000; Hsu et. al. 2000; Sorooshian et. al. 2002; Hsu et. al. 2002;
Sorooshian et. al. 2014).

3.3. PERSIANN-CLOUD CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (PERSIANN-CCS)
The PERSIANN-CCS model was developed by the Center for Hydrometeorology
and Remote Sensing (CHRS), University of California, Irvine (UCI). PERSIANN-CCS
has a real-time global resolution of 0.04°. The PERSIANN-CCS model is based on the
variable threshold cloud segmentation algorithm by categorizing clouds based on their
features obtained from satellite imagery (cloud height, aerial extent and texture
variability).Thus, each individual cloud patch would give a rainfall value (Hsu, et.
al.1997; Hsuet, et. al. 1999; Sorooshian, et. 2000; Hsu, et. al. 2000; Sorooshian, et. al.
2002; Hsu, et. al. 2002; Hong, Y., Hsu, K., Sorooshian, et. al. 2004; Nguyen, et. al. 2014;
Sorooshian, et. al. 2014; Nguyen, et. al. 2015).

3.4. PERSIANN-CLIMATE DATA RECORD (PERSIANN-CDR)
PERSIANN-CDR data were also founded by CHRS. CDR spatial resolution is
0.25° with near-global coverage (60N-60S), and these data have a daily temporal
resolution. The PERSIANN-CDR Artificial Neural Networks model uses monthly
rainfall data from the Global Precipitation Climatology project (GPCP) and GridSat-B1
infrared data. They are typically adjusted with GPCP data to produce rainfall data with a
high spatial resolution (Hsu, et. al. 1997; Hsu, et. al. 1999; Sorooshian, et. al. 2000; Hsu,
et. al. 2000; Sorooshian, et. al. 2002; Hsu, et. al. 2002; Ashouri, et. al. 2015; Miao, et. al.
2015).
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Figure 1. Ground-based weather stations and center of satellite-based measurements
within the study area.
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3.5. TROPICAL RAINFALL MEASURING MISSION (TRMM 3B42 V7)
TRMM is a joint mission between NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency for climate research. TRMM was launched in 1998 and employs the TRMM
Microwave Imager (TMI), Precipitation Radar (PR) and microwave MW sources to
increase the swath width of scanning (Huffman et al., 2007). The spatial resolution of
TRMM 3B42 V7, which was used in this study, is 0.25° with daily temporal resolution.
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Figure 2. Average monthly temperatures (1989-2019) (National Centers for
Environmental Information, 2015).

Figure 3. The average of monthly rainfall (1989-2015) (National Centers for
Environmental Information, 2015).
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3.6. GLOBAL PRECIPITATION MEASUREMENT (GPM 3IMERGDL V4)
GPM is a satellite mission that was developed in cooperation with NASA and the
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA). GPM launched the space in February
of 2014. GPM is supported by very advanced instruments which provide high quality
precipitation data (Jenner, 2015). GPM 3IMERGDL V4 was used in this study with a
spatial resolution of 0.1° with a daily temporal scale.

3.7. GLOBAL SATELLITE MAPPING OF PRECIPITATION (GSMAP MVK)
This project was funded by the Core Research for Evolutional Science and
Technology (CREST) of the Japan Science and Technology Agency (JST) from 2002
2007. GSMaP provides high spatiotemporal resolution with global coverage; the spatial
resolution is 0.1° and has an hourly temporal resolution. GSMaP relies on two types of
data to produce GSMaP MVK data. The first is “infrared data from multiple
geostationary satellites” from the CPC archive. The second is passive microwave-based
precipitation data. These two types of data are integrated together to produce
precipitation data using a Kalman algorithm (Duan et. al., 2016).

4. METHODS

Satellite data have different temporal and spatial resolutions, so a comparison of
satellite data with ground-based measurements requires spatial upscaling and occasional
temporal averaging. First, satellite-based precipitation data were extracted from various
sources and over varying time periods (Table 1) (Figure 4). TRMM 3B42 v07 and GPM
3IMERGDL v04 data were extracted through Giovanni, which is an online tool that
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allows one to download several NASA products. CFSR was extracted from the Global
Weather Data for SWAT. For PERSIANN, PERSIANN-CSS and PERSIANN-CDR, the
data were requested through the CHRS Data Portal online tool. GSMaP MVK v7 data
were extracted through a G-Portal. After extraction, all data were converted and
combined into a uniform file format.

Table 1. Summary of satellite-based data.
Product name

Spatial

Data Period

Data source

Dec.1997 -

https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov

Present

/giovanni/

Mar. 2014 -

https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov

Present

/giovanni/

Jan. 1979 - Jul.

https://globalweather.tamu.ed

2014

u/

Resolution
TRMM 3B42
v07

0.25 degree

GPM
3IMERGDL
v04

CFSR

0.1 degree

0.25 degree

Precipitation information was compiled from 35 ground-based weather stations
for a period from 2010 to 2016. Ground-based data are sometimes incomplete, so 15
stations were identified that had data for almost all of the study time period (Figure 4 and
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Table 2). This time period was chosen because most of the ground-based weather stations
had records for much of the time. After 2016, significantly fewer ground-based weather

Table 1. Summary of satellite-based data (Cont.).
Mar. 2000 PERSIANN

0.25 degree

0.25 degree

0.04 degree

https://chrsdata.eng.uci.edu/

Present

https://chrsdata.eng.uci.edu/

Mar. 2014 -

GSMaP MVK
v7

2017
Jan. 2003 -

PERSIANNCSS

https://chrsdata.eng.uci.edu/

Jan. 1983 - Apr.

PERSIANNCDR

Present

0.1 degree

present

https://gportal.j axa.jp/gpr/

stations were available, so the validity of comparing satellite-based estimates and groundbased measurements decreases. If any of the ground-based stations had temporal gaps in
coverage between 2010 to 2016, data for these time periods were interpolated using
neighboring stations and the inverse distance weighting (IDW) method. The criterion for
the neighboring stations to be used in interpolation was that each station was within 3
miles of the station with missing data. After all the ground stations had a complete
temporal record for the study period, ground-based precipitation measurements were
compared to precipitation estimates from the satellite data. Since each satellite pixel is
much larger than a ground-based station measurement, the ground-based station
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measurements were averaged within each satellite pixel. The resolution of different
satellite-based techniques differs, so the number of ground-based measurements used
varied for different satellite-based estimates depending upon the satellite pixel
dimensions.

TRMM 3B42 v07
GPM 3IMERGDL v04
CFSR
PERSSIAN
PERSSIAN-CDR
PERSSIAN-CSS
GSMaP MVK v7

Figure 4. Satellite-based weather data for the time period of this study.

4.1. DATA ANALYSIS
Data were analyzed using several different approaches. First, a contingency
analysis was applied to determine how accurately different techniques predicted the
occurrence of precipitation. Next, simple regression of ground- and satellite-based
precipitation was performed. Third, the slope and intercepts of these regression equations
were used to predict whether different satellite data would over- or under-predict
precipitation (forecasting). Finally, the RMSE and average error between satellite- and
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ground-based measurements were calculated. The correlation and error analyses are
standard and require no explanation, but further explanation of the contingency analysis
and forecasting analyses are provided below.

Table 2. Ground stations location and elevation.
ID

Name

Latitude

Longitude Elevation
(m)

1

US1CALA0010

33.986

-118.07

52.1

2

USR0000CWHH

33.984

-118.01

290

3

US1CAOR0013

33.869

-117.82

75

4

US1CAOR0021

33.863

-117.79

90.8

5

USC00044303

33.72

-117.72

165

6

US1CAOR0029

33.847

-117.79

114

7

USC00048243

33.743

-117.66

334

8

USC00041518

33.923

-117.78

493

9

USC00040192

33.865

-117.84

102

10

USC00041057

33.891

-117.93

83.8

11

USW00003166

33.872

-117.98

29.3

12

USW00023129

33.812

-118.15

9.4

13

US1CALA0038

33.777

-118.15

14.6

14

USW00093184

33.68

-117.87

16.5

15

US1CAOR0027

33.718

-117.77

46.3
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Contingency analysis is a common method of analyzing the accuracy of satellitebased estimates of precipitation that focuses on determining whether satellite data
accurately predict the occurrence of precipitation but does not evaluate the magnitude of
precipitation events. A satellite method is considered accurate if it correctly predicts
when precipitation occurs (“hit” in Table 3) and does not predict precipitation when it has
not occurred (“correct negative” in Table 3).

Table 3. Contingency analysis shows the different conditions of event forecasting.

Storm event occurrence:

Ground measurement:

Yes

No

Yes

No

Satellite forecasting:

Yes

No

No

Yes

Hit

Correct

Miss

False alarm

“H”

negative “C”

“M”

“F”

Condition:

There are several parameters that can be computed using contingency methods.
The forecasting accuracy parameter was calculated in this study, where forecasting
accuracy is defined as the fraction of the total number of days which score hits and
correct negatives to the total number of days of the analysis. The perfect score is 1
(Equation 1).
A ccuracy =

y

—
—
H+C+M+F

Equation
(1)
M
v’
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Another way in which the accuracy of satellite data was investigated was to focus
on the magnitude of precipitation events. Satellite-based estimates of precipitation tend
to either over- or under-estimate precipitation when compared to ground measurements;
the trend and magnitude of over- or under-estimation are related to the type of satellite
data. To analyze whether different satellite data sets over- or under-estimated
precipitation, we developed simple empirical equations, which rely on the slope (m) and
the intercept (b) of a linear relationship between precipitation estimates from ground
stations (PG) and from precipitation from satellite data (PS).

Ps = m P G + b

Equation (2)

The relationships between ground-based and satellite-based data were classified
into four categories. The first category was under-forecasting, in which the satellitebased estimates were always less than the ground-based measurements. The second
category was over-forecasting, where the satellite-based estimates were always greater
than the ground-based measurements. The third category was extreme-biased variable
forecasting, in which the satellite data over-estimated precipitation when a large volume
of rainfall had occurred and underestimated precipitation when only light rainfall
occurred. The last category was average-biased variable-forecasting, in which the
satellite data under-estimated precipitation when a large volume of rainfall had occurred
and over-estimated precipitation when only light rainfall occurred (Figure 5).
To assist in classifying satellite data into these categories, the ground-based
precipitation value at which the satellite - and ground-based data agreed (point at which
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the satellite regression line crossed the 1:1 line) was calculated. This point is referred to
as the 1:1 intercept (In ) (Equation 3) and was calculated as:

I1:1 = b / (

1 —m )

Equation (3)

Ground-based rainfall measurement

Figure 5. Categories of forecasting for prediction analysis.

5. RESULTS

Using contingency analysis for daily rainfall data, the satellite data that were the
least accurate when compared to ground-based measurements were the CFSR (accuracy
about 62%), and the most accurate satellite data sets were the GSMaP, which were
accurate almost 90% of the time. With the exception of CFSR data, all data types had
fairly similar accuracy, and the average accuracy of all methods was about 84%, (Figure
6). The high average forecasting accuracy shows that most types of satellite data were
fairly accurate at detecting whether precipitation occurred or not.
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Figure 6. Forecasting accuracy parameter results of contingency table method.

The Pearson correlation coefficients between satellite-based estimates and
ground-based measurements show that TRMM data were the most accurate and CDR
data were the least accurate for the monthly, bi-weekly, and daily scales (Figure 7). CSS
and CFSR are similar and are the next more accurate after TRMM. GSMaP, PERSIANN,
and GPM estimates have similar degrees of correlation and are less accurate than the CSS
and CFSR data. Temporally, most data types follow the expected trends of having higher
correlation when the lowest temporal resolution is applied; monthly data usually have the
highest correlation, while the bi-weekly data are slightly less accurate. For all data types,
the daily data have the lowest correlation. These results are expected, since summing the
precipitation over larger time periods (monthly and bi-weekly) reduces the need for exact
temporal accuracy, but also reduces the impact of outlying measurements, which can
increase the Pearson correlation coefficient if extreme events are well correlated. When
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data are considered on a daily basis, outlying individual measurements may have a
disproportionate impact on the correlation coefficient.

PERSIANN

CDR

CSS

CFSR

TRMM

GPM

GSMaP

□ Daily ■ Biweekly ■ Monthly

Figure 7. Pearson correlation coefficient for satellite estimates.

The regression equations were used to determine if different satellite-based
techniques generally over- or under-forecast relative to ground-based measurements. In
this study, CFSR, CSS, CDR and PERSIANN over-forecast for all time intervals
considered (Figures 8, 9, and 10), while GSMaP closely matched the ground-based data
for each time interval. TRMM and GPM under-forecast somewhat for all time intervals,
but the under-forecasting was very slight for the bi-weekly and monthly time intervals.
Corrections can be made to account for under- and over-forecasting if the
relationships between the satellite-based estimates and ground-based measurements is
known (Figure 8, 9 and 10). Table 4 shows the slope, intercept, and I n values derived
from using the ground-based measurements as the independent variable and the
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precipitation estimates as the dependent variable. These relationships can be used to
improve the accuracy of satellite-based estimates of rainfall by relating them to the
ground-based measurements (Equation 4). A linear correction is given by:

PS,cor = ^

Equation (4)

where P s,cor is the corrected satellite-based estimate and P s is the original satellite-based
precipitation estimate. The reliability of each relationship can be assessed by considering
the associated Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Table 4).
When considering Table 4, it is helpful to note that if the Im value is negative and
the slope is greater than 1, the satellite-based data are over-forecasting and are extremebiased. If the I n value is negative and the slope is less than 1, the satellite-based data are
over-forecasting and are average-biased. Similarly, if the I n value is positive and the
slope is greater than 1, the satellite-based data are under-forecasting and are extremebiased, while a positive I n value and slope less than one are under-forecasting and
average-biased. Analysis of Table 4 shows that all data types that over-forecast are
extreme-biased except for the daily GSMaP data, while all data types that under-forecast
are average-biased. To consider error, both the RMSE and the “average” error were
calculated. The RMSE is a standard method of calculating error but can be misleading
when data sets of very different sizes are considered. For this study, the sample size for
the daily data was much larger than the sample sizes for bi-weekly and monthly data, so
the RMSE values for the daily data were much smaller than for other time intervals,
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although the true accuracy of satellite-based estimates of precipitations diminishes as
more precise time intervals are required.
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Figure 8. Categories of satellite daily forecasting for prediction analysis.

For this reason, we also calculated the “average” error, which takes the time
interval into account; the average error is the average of the differences between the rain
gauge measurements and the satellite-based estimates divided by the number of days over
which precipitation was summed (the number of days in the interval). Thus, for daily
data, the average error is simply the average difference between the rain gauge and
satellite data, while the average errors for biweekly and monthly data are the average
differences divided by 14 and 30, respectively. The average error may be a more
intuitive method of evaluating the accuracy of different remote sensing data types when
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multiple time intervals are used. For the RMSE, satellite estimates of precipitation are
fairly accurate at the daily scale, but the error increases significantly for longer time
intervals (Figure 11). As explained above, the higher RMSE for longer time periods is a
function of the smaller sample size for these intervals. The RMSE analysis is therefore
most useful for comparing different types of satellite-based data rather than comparing
temporal intervals. In this study, the PERSIANN data had the lowest RMSE, while
CFSR had the highest. TRMM and GPM had the lowest error after the PERSIANN data,
while the CSS error was only slightly higher than the error for these data types. The
average error is more intuitive than RMSE for evaluating error when multiple time
intervals (and thus differing sample sizes) are considered. Figure 12 shows the average
error for all data types and time intervals when all data are considered.
This figure shows that when the error is normalized by the number of days in the
sample (removing the effect of the time interval), the error for temporal intervals follow
the expected pattern of having the lowest error for the monthly data and the highest error
for the daily data. In the same figure, TRMM data were the most accurate for this data
set, followed by the PERSIANN data. The CFSR data were the least accurate, followed
by GSMaP. It also shows that the absolute value of the average error for each data set
was relatively small, with an average absolute value of error of 2.2 mm for the daily data,
0.4 mm for the biweekly data, and 0.2 mm for the monthly data. Although the average
error shown usually low, this number may be somewhat misleading, since days with no
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hgure 9. Categories of satellite biweekly forecasting for prediction analysis.
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Figure 10. Categories of satellite monthly forecasting for prediction analysis.
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Table 4. Linear correlation parameters between rain gauge measurements and satellitebased estimates of precipitation.

Satellite rainfall
data

slope

intercept

I1:1

R2

CFSR Daily

20.83

0.29

-0.01

0.2

CFSR Biweekly

25.89

1.76

-0.07

0.48

CFSR Monthly

24.24

5.49

-0.24

0.53

CDR Daily

5.11

0.25

-0.06

0.04

CDR Biweekly

9.38

1.72

-0.21

0.15

CDR Monthly

12.62

0.78

-0.07

0.27

CSS Daily

5.08

0.41

-0.10

0.11

CSS Biweekly

8.40

4.29

-0.58

0.44

CSS Monthly

10.10

7.79

-0.86

0.56

-0.11

0.13

2.35

0.14

-0.61

0.40

3.50

1.52

-1.02

0.46

Monthly

3.90

2.94

GSMaP Daily

0.90

0.40

-14.91

0.21

GSMaP Biweekly

1.29

1.78

-14.91

0.36

PERSIANN
Daily
PERSIANN
Biweekly
PERSIANN
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Table 4. Linear correlation parameters between rain gauge measurements and satellitebased estimates of precipitation. (Cont.).
GSMaP Monthly

1.28

4.19

-14.91

0.49

TRMM Daily

0.55

0.01

0.02

0.35

TRMM Biweekly

0.65

-1.03

0.02

0.74

TRMM Monthly

0.66

0.50

0.02

0.72

GPM Daily

0.44

0.15

2.65

0.19

GPM Biweekly

0.53

1.23

2.65

0.35

GPM Monthly

0.53

2.86

2.65

0.44

CSS

CFSR

PERSSIAN

CDR
□ Daily

■ B iw eekly

TRMM

GSMaP

GPM

■ Monthly

Figure 11. RMSE results for several satellite-based products in the study area.
precipitation will count as no error (if the satellite data match the rain gauge for these
days.) absolute value of error of 3.5 mm for the daily data, 0.5 mm for the biweekly data,
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and 0.4 mm for the monthly data. Since this is an arid climate, there are many days with
no rainfall, and the contribution of these days may result in a very low average error.

Figure 12. Average error of satellite estimates, all data included.
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Figure 13. Average error of satellite estimates, excluding days without precipitation.
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better understand the error on days when rainfall occurs, the average error analysis was
repeated using only days when precipitation occurred (Figure 13), it shows that different
data types still have approximately the same relative accuracy when days without
precipitation are removed; TRMM are still the most accurate, again followed by
PERSIANN. CFSR is still the least accurate, and GSMaP is the second least accurate.
For data types with intermediate accuracy, (CDR, CSS, and GPM), the relative accuracy
is changed somewhat when days without precipitation are removed. As expected, the
absolute value of average error is now higher for all time intervals, with an average

6. DISCUSSION

Different satellite products are produced using different technologies for both data
acquisition and analysis; the resulting estimates of precipitation from these satellite
products have strengths and weaknesses corresponding to their respective technologies.
Estimates of precipitation from satellite data can be used most effectively when matched
with applications that require accuracy in the areas of a data product’s strength. For
example, estimating the total amount of precipitation an area receives as input to a water
storage design may require greater accuracy in actual precipitation amounts, but not be as
sensitive to the timing of precipitation. Other applications, such as dryland agriculture or
predicting peak discharge during flooding events, may require greater accuracy in the
timing of precipitation. In the discussion below, different satellite data products are
evaluated with respect to their accuracy in both timing and magnitude of precipitation.
Both contingency analysis and methods that evaluate error based on daily
estimates of precipitation could be used to analyze which satellite data products provide
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the most accurate information regarding the timing of precipitation. For this data set,
contingency analysis showed that most data products predicted whether precipitation
occurred or not reasonably well; only CFSR data performed poorly in this regard.
Contingency analysis is therefore not the most useful metric for determining which
satellite data product is the most accurate for measuring the timing of precipitation.
When assessments of daily error are considered, the PERSIANN data set had the lowest
average error (both including and omitting days with no precipitation) and the lowest
RMSE. However, the PERSIANN data had a relatively lower Pearson correlation
coefficient. The Pearson correlation coefficient is more affected by extreme events than
the other parameters evaluated here; the low RMSE and average errors but also low
Pearson correlation coefficient may indicate that the PERSIANN data set captures daily
precipitation values fairly well, but does not accurately measure the magnitudes of
extreme events. The TRMM data have fairly low average error and RMSE and also have
a high Pearson correlation efficient, so the TRMM data product would also be a good
choice when the timing of precipitation is important. GSMaP data, although the best in
terms of contingency analysis, have the highest average error and RMSE. Thus, GSMaP
data are for determining whether precipitation has occured, but the estimates of
precipitation magnitude are poor. This finding is consistent with other studies, where
both GSMaP and GPM were effective at capturing storm events based on contingency
analysis, but performed poorly in measuring rainfall quantity (Fu, Q. et. al., 2011). The
inaccuracy in measuring rainfall quantity for these data products could be related to the
algorithm used to obtain rainfall estimates based on satellite data acquisition, which has
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been found to be sensitive to ground elevation and climate (Nig, S. et. al.,2017, Wang,
H., & Yong, B., 2020).
If the magnitude of precipitation is more important than the precise timing of the
precipitation event, the bi-weekly and monthly data may be more useful than daily data.
In these data sets, errors of a few hours in the timing of precipitation are not very
significant. Contingency analysis does not apply to these time intervals. For the bi
weekly data, both PERSIANN and TRMM data products perform fairly well for average
error and RMSE analyses. TRMM data also have a relatively high correlation
coefficient, but this parameter is lower for the PERSIANN data, suggesting that
considering the PERSIANN data over a longer time interval does not eliminate the
weakness in predicting extreme events that was observed in the daily data. For the
monthly data, TRMM data have lower average error and a higher correlation coefficient
than other satellite products; the PERSIANN data set is better than TRMM only in the
RMSE calculation for monthly data. Thus, while both PERSIANN and TRMM data
products might be able to provide high quality data for longer-term estimates of
precipitation magnitude, TRMM is probably preferred. The least acceptable data set for
longer-term magnitude analysis was CFSR, which had high average error and high
RMSE for both time intervals considered, although the Pearson correlation coefficient
was not especially low. These results suggest that CFSR is sensitive to extremes in
precipitation but may contain too much noise to be a reliable estimator.
Although one would ideally be able to access the satellite data product most
suitable to a given application, not all satellite data sets cover all areas or are available for
all time periods. Also, even if the optimal data set is available, Figures 8, 10 show that
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most satellite products are either extreme-biased or average-biased. The correction to
satellite precipitation estimates given by Equation 4 and Table 4 could be used to increase
the accuracy of satellite-based estimates of precipitation. The increased accuracy could
be especially useful for data sets that have relatively high Pearson correlation coefficients
when compared to rain gauge data, but which had intermediate RMSE or average error
values (such as the CSS or CFSR data sets), as the proposed correction could help reduce
systematic bias.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This study assessed the accuracy of seven types of satellite-based rainfall data to
determine which provided the best estimates of precipitation over a mid-latitude arid
area. Several different techniques were used as measures of accuracy, including
contingency analysis, forecasting, linear correlation, average error, and RMSE. Accuracy
was also considered over three different time intervals (daily, biweekly, and monthly).
Accuracy was shown to vary as a function of time interval, so the optimal data set should
be chosen based on the needs of a specific application. However, this study showed that
for most time intervals considered, the TRMM data appear to be the most robust data set.
The TRMM data had the highest correlation with the ground-based data (regression
analysis) and had very low forecasting bias. They also had relatively low RMSE and
average error. However, the PERSIANN data seemed to perform better on a daily basis
and was similar to the TRMM data on a bi-weekly basis, so this data set could also be a
strong choice.
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Other studies have also shown TRMM data to be a fairly accurate data product.
Duan et al., (2016) evaluated eight different satellite data products in Italy and found
TRMM and CMORPH_BLD were the most accurate data types. Derin and Yilmaz
(2014) evaluated four data types in a study in Turkey and found the TRMM data to have
the best performance. However, others studies (Fengrui and Xi, 2016) have found other
data sets to be more accurate than TRMM. Some studies (Fuka et al., (2014), Zhu et al.,
2016, Liu et al., (2016), Worqlul et al., (2017) have had successful precipitation
estimation from CDR and CFSR data; these data types also performed fairly well in this
study, but were not consistently good estimates of precipitation as the CDR data had
lower correlation with rain gage measurements and the CFSR data had higher average
error and performed poorly in contingency analysis. These data types may work better in
a more humid climate, such as in the studies listed above.
The results of this research provide guidance on which satellite-based data types
might provide the most accurate precipitation estimates in mid-latitude, arid areas with
few ground-based measurements. Additionally, the forecasting analysis and Equation 4
provide a method for correcting different data types. This may lead to better inputs into
hydrological models and better management of arid lands.
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ABSTRACT

Historical records of stream discharge are needed to develop water management
strategies for flood control or water storage, but these data are not available for many
watersheds. In this work, historical records of precipitation from satellite data are used
with a hydrological model to generate simulated stream discharge measurements. The
study is performed in the ungauged Hatra watershed in northwestern Iraq using
precipitation records from 1977 to 2014. The hydrological model was developed using
the Soil Water Assessment Tool (SWAT), and the model was calibrated using stream
discharge measurements collected at the mouth of the watershed. No reliable groundbased precipitation records were available, so three types of satellite-based data (TRMM
3B42 v07, PERSIANN-CDR, and CFSR) were used as input to the model, and
calibration was performed for each data set using the SWAT-CUP sensitivity analysis
method. Calibration metrics (Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, coefficient of determination, and
percent bias) showed that the CSFR data produced a model that best matched the
measured output on a temporal basis, but TRMM data provided a cumulative discharge
volume that was most similar to that measured. The CFSR data were used to simulate
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discharge over the study period, and these discharge measurements were used to develop
tools for water management, such as flood recurrence intervals and duration curves.
Analysis of these tools showed that the Hatra watershed has highly variable discharge on
both a daily and annual basis. Discharge is usually quite low (or zero), but high
magnitude flood events significantly raise the average discharge. This pattern indicates
that water management in this watershed will be challenging. Flood control structures
may be needed for low frequency but high magnitude events, while significant water
storage will be needed to provide water during the majority of the year. The tools
developed in this study can be used to design structures or strategies for better water
management in this region.

1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding stream discharge variability is an essential component of many
aspects of water management, from delineating floodplains or designing flood control
structures to selecting groundwater recharge locations. To understand the hydrologic
variability, measurements of stream discharge with time are needed. Unfortunately, these
measurements are not available for most streams. The lack of data is especially
problematic in arid and semiarid areas, where precipitation and surface runoff can vary
greatly in time and space (Wheater, Mathias, & Li, 2010; Ribot, Magalhaes, &
Panagides, 2005; Watson & Zinyowera, 1998), and factors such as sparse populations,
limited economic resources, and infrequent hydrological events make collecting data
difficult (Wheater et al., 2010). Subsequently, many arid and semiarid areas have very
limited hydrological data (Wheater, Sorooshian, & Sharma, 2007). The lack of data
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limits the success of hydrological models needed for effective water management
(Kavetski, Kuczera, & Franks, 2006).
When ground-based hydrological measurements are not available, remote sensing
data can be used to provide some types of hydrological information (Tang, Gao, Lu, &
Lettenmaier, 2009; Schmugge, Kustas, Ritchie, Jackson, & Rango, 2002; Pietroniro, &
Prowse, 2002.). Remote sensing has been used extensively to estimate precipitation, and
numerous studies have compared remotely sensed estimates of precipitation with groundbased measurements (Habib et al., 2009; Kubota et al., 2009; Levizzani et al., 2002;
Jamandre et al., 2013). Remote sensing data are advantageous because they cover large
areas that cannot always be accessed from the ground, and some types of remote sensing
data have been acquired over long periods of time. For example, the Earth Resources
Technology Satellite (ERTS-1 or Landsat-1) was first successfully launched was on July
23, 1972, and is presently still operating, making Landsat data acquisition the longest
continuous Earth-monitoring data set (Irons, et al., 2012; Serbina & Miller, 2014).
Accordingly, Landsat provides vital data needed for hydrological modeling, such as land
use/land cover information.
Remotely-sensed estimates of precipitation can be used as inputs to hydrological
models that calculate other parameters, such as surface runoff, infiltration,
evapotranspiration, and stream discharge (Collischonn et al., 2008; Zubieta et al., 2017;
Beck et. al, 2020; Cohen Liechti et al., 2012; Bitew et al., 2012). Several different
hydrological models are available, but one of the most commonly applied is the Soil
Water Assessment Tool (SWAT), developed by United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) - Agricultural Research Service (ARS). Devia, Ganasri, and Dwarakish (2015)
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have examined the performance of various hydrological models, and they concluded that
the SWAT model could obtain good hydrological predictions, even with limited
calibration. In addition, several studies have shown the capability of SWAT to predict
hydrological parameters in regions with sparse data (Nyeko, 2015; Naschen et al., 2018,
Suliman et. al., 2015; Wagner et. sl., 2013; Srinivasan et. al., 2010; Noori & Kalin, 2016;
Rafiei Emam et al., 2017) and at scales ranging f r o m catchment to continental scales
(Abbaspour et al., 2015; Jayakrishnan, Srinivasan, Santhi, & Arnold, 2005). Although all
model predictions have some error and uncertainty due to the avoidable simplification of
physical processes during modeling (Rivas-Tabares, Tarquis, Willaarts, & De Miguel,
2019), models still offer a valuable method for making hydrological predictions in areas
with poor data availability.
Although satellite-based data are essential inputs to hydrological models, the
accuracy of these data depends on many factors (Povey & Grainger, 2015) and can vary
with changing atmospheric conditions (Tian et al., 2009). Accordingly, it is important to
calibrate and validate the satellite-based estimates when using these data as input into
hydrological models. To calibrate and validate a hydrological model, observational data
are needed. However, the majority of watersheds worldwide are ungauged, so groundbased observational data are not readily available (Bloschl, Sivapalan, Wagener,
Viglione, & Savenije, 2013). Therefore, methods to calibrate ungauged basins, such as
regionalization, have been developed (Deckers, 2006). Regionalization assumes that the
properties of adjacent watersheds are similar; if data are available to calibrate model
parameters for one basin, regionalization then applies those same parameters to another
basin with similar hydrological properties (Hrachowitz et al., 2013). Gitau and Chaubey
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(2010) applied the method of regionalization to gauged and ungauged watersheds using
the SWAT Model within watersheds in Arkansas, USA and were able to obtain
satisfactory estimates of discharge in the ungauged watershed. Other researchers also
estimated hydrological parameters in ungauged basins. Ang & Oeurng (2018) used the
SWAT model and regionalization to simulate the streamflow of ungauged Tonlesap Lake
basin in Cambodia. They calibrated their model on a daily and monthly basis over a 10
year time period (2001-2010) using discharge from a gauged basin, then used the
hydrological parameters on the adjacent ungauged basin. They concluded that SWAT
model is very powerful tool to estimate the streamflow of ungauged watersheds.
Another method of calibration for hydrological models that can be used if no
surface-based measurements are available is to use satellite-based data. Ha et al. (2018)
successfully examined the capability of using remotely sensed evapotranspiration (ET)
and leaf area index (LAI) data to calibrate the SWAT model for a watershed in Vietnam.
The SUFI-2 model was used for auto calibration mode in SWAT-CUP (Abbaspour et al.,
2012) to compare the ET and LAI produced by the SWAT model with the same inputs
from satellite-based data. After calibrating the model with these data sets, the predicted
discharge compared well with that measured at the mouth of the watershed. A similar
study published by Milzow, Krogh, & Bauer-Gottwein (2011) used a combination of
remotely sensed data (SAR surface soil moisture, satellite radar altimetry, and GRACE
total storage) to calibrate a SWAT model to estimate the surface runoff of a poorly
gauged catchment in South Africa. In this study, the surface soil moisture and river stage
measurements were acquired through the Envisat satellite, and total water storage
changes were estimated through the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
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(GRACE) satellite. The SWAT model was calibrated using these data through the
generalized likelihood uncertainty estimation (GLUE) method. The predicted results
show good model performance on monthly and daily scales, with acceptable uncertainty.
In the study performed here, remotely sensed datasets were used as input into a
SWAT model to estimate the historical surface runoff in poorly gauged watershed in
northwestern Iraq. Few rain gauges are available in the study area, so satellite-based
precipitation data were used as input to the SWAT model. Because of the uncertainty of
satellite-based products, the model was calibrated using stream discharge measurements
acquired over a 3-monmth period to develop appropriate model input values for
temporarily constant variables. This calibrated model was then used with historical
records of precipitation from 1982 to 2014 to simulate stream discharge over this time
interval. These stream discharge measurements were used to better understand the
temporal variability streamflow in this region and to develop hydrological tools such as a
duration curve and flood frequency analysis. These tools can be used to better prepare
for floods during the brief rainy season that supplies most of the surface water in this
region and for groundwater recharge or water storage projects that will provide a more
consistent source of water during the lengthy dry season.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The study area is located in northwestern Iraq, in the Hatra sub-watershed, which
is within the larger Jezira watershed. The Jezira region is located east of Syria, west of
the Tharthar Valley, north of the Euphrates River and south of the Sinjar Mountains
(Figure 1). The climate in this region is similar to that of the southwestern United States,
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with hot and arid summers, cooler winters, and moderate springs and falls. The average
monthly rainfall during the wet season ranges between 20 and 50 mm (Figure 2). Most
of this precipitation occurs in the northern part of the study area, and approximately 90%
of the annual precipitation occurs between November and April, with the greatest
concentration of precipitation occurring between December and March. The remainder of
the year is dry, especially the during hottest months of June, July, and August, with
average temperatures about 32°C (Figure 3 and 4) (National Centers for Environmental
Information, 2015).

2.1. DEVELOPMENT OF A HYDROLOGICAL MODEL
The SWAT model is a well-established hydrological model that has been utilized
for over 30 years by a variety of researchers (Gassman, Reyes, Green, & Arnold, 2007).
The SWAT model requires four sets of inputs: a digital elevation model (DEM), land
use/land cover, soil parameters, and weather data. The SWAT model can be used on daily
and monthly scales, and uses an ArcGIS interface for the input data (Winchell,
Srinivasan, Di Luzio, & Arnold, 2013). SWAT divides the area being modeled into
hydrological response units (HRUs), where each HRU is a unique unit in the watershed
having a distinctive hydrological property such as soil type, slope, and land cover. To
estimate the total runoff of the watershed, the SWAT model estimates the surface runoff
of each of the HRUs separately, which increases the model’s accuracy (Neitsch, Arnold,
Kiniry, & Williams, 2011). (Equation 1) (Neitsch et al., 2011):

SW t

SW o +

(Rday
i=1

Qsurf

Ea

wseep

Qgw)

Equation (1)
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w here SW t
SW o

is the final soil water content; i designates the time period unit of the model,

is the initial soil water content; t is the time; Rday is the total precipitation; Qsurfis the

total surface runoff; Ea is the total evapotranspiration, wseep is the water that flows
through the shallow soil to greater depths in the vadose zone; and Qgw is the water that
enters an aquifer and is lost to groundwater flow.
In order to delineate the watershed and sub-watersheds, a digital elevation model
(DEM) is the first input required in the SWAT model. Elevation data were clipped from
the ALOS World 3D - 30m (AW3D30), with the original data provided by JAXA
(Tadono et al., 2014, 2016; Takaku & Tadono, 2017; Takaku, Tadono, & Tsutsui, 2014;
Takaku, Tadono, Tsutsui, & Ichikawa, 2016). AW3D30 elevation data were chosen based
on the recommendation of Santillan, Makinano-Santillan, and Makinano (2016), who
found that these data were more accurate than the SRTM-30m or ASTER GDEM
Version 2 DEMs. Using the DEM, the watershed area was determined to be 5353.65
km2, with a minimum, maximum, and mean ground elevation of 157 m, 1370 m, and 290
m, respectively.
The study area was divided into 33 sub-basins. The DEM was also used to
calculate the slope at each point in the watershed, and five categories of slope (0-2%, 2
5%, 5-10%, 10-15% and >15%) were generated. The next SWAT input is land use/land
cover. The land cover (LC) information was obtained from the Climate Change Initiative
(CCI) (Santoro et al., 2017), founded by the European Space Agency (ESA) to assist in
managing and further understanding the changes in global climate. The CCI-LC project
has provided global land cover maps for each year from 1992 until 2015 (Santoro et al.,
2017), each with a spatial resolution of 300 m.
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Figure 3. Average maximum temperatures of the Jezira area.
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Figure 4. Average minimum temperatures of the Jezira area.

The predominant land cover of the study area is bare ground, largely due to the
arid climate. There are also significant areas of irrigated cropland and small sections
covered by sparse vegetation (trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants with less than 15% as
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pasture/hay) and sparse herbaceous cover (less than 15% of land covered with vegetation)
(Figure 5).
Soil properties are also an important input to SWAT. The soil map was extracted
from the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) Harmonized World Soil Database v
1.2, with 30 arc-second database spatial resolution at a 1:5,000,000 scale (Nachtergaele et
al., 2009, 2010). The Harmonized World Soil Database classifies soil according to soil
texture. The Hatra sub-watershed’s soil is predominantly comprised of three soil types:
Calcic Xerosols, Gypsic Xerosols, and Gypsic Yermosols (Figure 6), which are classified
as clay loam, clay loam, and loam, respectively. An infiltration capacity must be assigned
for each soil classification; for the soils in the study area, the infiltration capacity is
relatively low (infiltration is less than or equal to 0.10 cm per hour) for all soil types, so
runoff of precipitation is expected to be high (NRCS, 2009).
HRUs are generated on the basis of differing soil, land use/land cover, and slope
characteristics. Based on the preceding inputs, the Hatra sub-watershed was divided into
86 HRUs. The average area of each HRU in this study area was approximately 100 km2.
The preceding model inputs are temporally constant for this study. The last input,
precipitation, varies greatly with time and is input as a time series of rainfall. This input
is especially important for the SWAT model, as it is the main dynamic variable (Chaplot
et al., 2005; Masih et al., 2011). Precipitation data have historically been severely limited
in the Hatra sub-watershed, as few very ground-based measurements are available.
Therefore, satellite-based rainfall data with large spatial coverage and a long temporal
record was chosen to provide precipitation input instead of using very limited rain gauge
data. Different satellite-based precipitation data sets are available for this region, and the
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algorithms and inputs used to estimate precipitation based on satellite data differ for each
data set. Thus, the precipitation input varies depending on which data set is chosen. For
this study, the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM 3B42 V7), 3.2. Precipitation
Estimation from Remotely Sensed Information using Artificial Neural Networks
(PERSIANN-CDR), and 3.1. Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) data sets were
available for the time period of the study, so the model was created three times, once with
each data set. Table 1 shows the sources for all SWAT model input data.

Figure 5. Land cover characteristics derived from the CCI-LC project.
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Figure 6. Study area soil map.

2.2. MODEL CALIBRATION
Many hydrological variables are used in the SWAT simulation that are not
directly input by the user. Some of these variables are determined by manipulation of the
input data (i.e., slopes are calculated based on the input DEM). Other variables are set at
initial default values. The first type of model calibration, passive calibration, is
performed automatically in the SWAT code. During passive calibration, the SWAT
output is evaluated based on expected results for comparable input parameters, and some
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default values are modified within the program. For this project, passive calibration was
performed using five years of precipitation data acquired between 1977 and 1983.

Table 1. Summary of the data sources for the SWAT model inputs.
Data Type

Resolution

Source

30 m

Digital Elevation Model

Japan A e ro sp ace Exp lo ratio n A ge n cy

AW3D30

(JAXA)
h ttp ://w w w .e o rc.ja xa .jp /A LO S /e n /a w
3d 30 /in d e x.h tm
Eu ropean Space A ge n cy (ESA)
h ttp ://m a p s.e lie .u cl.a c.b e /C C I/vie w e r/

CCI Land Co ver

300 m

ind ex.p h p
h ttp ://m a p s.e lie .u cl.a c.b e /C C I/vie w e r/
d o w n lo ad .p h p # u se rto o l
Food and A gricu ltu re O rgan izatio n
(FAO )
h ttp ://w w w .fa o .o rg /so ils-p o rta l/so il-

H arm o nized W o rld Soil
30 arc-seco n d raster
D atabase v 1.2

su rve y/so il-m a p s-a n d d a ta b a se s/h a rm o n ize d -w o rld -so ild a ta b a se -v1 2 /e n /

C lim ate Forecast System

G lo bal W e a th e r Data fo r SW A T
0.25 d egree

R e an alysis (CFSR)

h ttp s://glo b a lw e a th e r.ta m u .e d u /
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Table 1. Summary of the data sources for the SWAT model inputs (Cont.).
Precipitation Estimation

0.25 degree

CHRS Data Portal

PERSIANN-CDR

http ://chrsdata.eng.uci.edu /

T ro p ical Rainfall

G io van n i

M e asu rin g M ission
(TR M M ) 3B 42 V7

0.25 d egree

h ttp s://gio van n i.g sfc.n asa.g o v/g io van
ni/

The next, more intensive phase of calibration will be referred to as manual
calibration. For manual calibration, the simulated stream discharge was output at the
mouth of the Hatra sub-watershed. This simulated discharge was compared to discharge
measurements conducted acquired at this location by Salih, Abdulrahman, and Saleh
(2017) from Nov. 10, 2012 until February 12, 2013. Selected parameters were then
modified to reduce the difference between the simulated and measured discharges.
To determine which parameters should be modified to calibrate the SWAT model,
a global sensitivity analysis was performed using the SUFI-2 algorithm (Abbaspour et al.,
2004, 2007), which was integrated with the SWAT-CUP software (Abbaspour et al.,
2012). The sensitivity analysis calculated a statistical p-value for each hydrological
parameter. Small values of p are associated with highly sensitive hydrological models, so
small changes in these inputs can results in large changes in output. Parameters with a
sensitivity analysis p-value of 0.05 or less are considered to have a large impact on the
model (Abbaspour, 2007). Sensitivity analysis of this model showed that the model was
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sensitive to eight parameters that were taken into consideration in the SWAT manual
calibration. These parameters, in order of decreasing sensitivity, were the SCS runoff
curve number, channel width-depth ratio, specific yield of the shallow aquifer, surface
runoff lag time, calibration coefficient used to control the impact of the storage time
constant for normal flow, baseflow alpha factor for bank storage, groundwater delay, and
the calibration coefficient used to control the impact of the storage time constant for low
flow.

2.3. EVALUATION OF MODEL ACCURACY
Model calibration was performed for each of the three satellite-based precipitation
data sets. Three metrics were used to compare the accuracy of the different precipitation
data sets. The first metric was the Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NSE):

^yobs

NSE =

where

Y ° bs

1

is the observed variable,

_Y

sim ^j2

yn ( y Obs_ y mean\
y i= i\ri
1 obs j

Yisim

is the simulated variable and

Equation (2)

Y mean 0

is the

mean of the observed variable (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) . The NSE is particularly useful
for evaluating the quality of a modeled prediction over a period of time and is often
applied to hydrological models (Mohammed-Ali et al., 2020). An NSE value of 1
represents a model that perfectly predicts the observed condition. A value of zero
indicates that the model will predict the mean value of the observed events, while
negative values indicate that a model’s predictions are less accurate than assuming the
mean value occurs at all times, which is generally viewed as unacceptable. Models that
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generate NSE values between 0 and 1.0 are generally viewed as acceptable
(Golmohammadi et al., 2014).
The second metric for assessing model accuracy was the coefficient of
determination (R2), which describes the degree of linear relationship between the
simulated and observed data (Moriasi et al., 2007). Perfect linear agreement between
simulated and observed data results in an R2 of 1, while no correlation results in a value
of 0. R2 values larger than 0.5 are usually considered acceptable (Santhi et al., 2001; Van
Liew et al., 2003)
The third metric was the percent bias (PBIAS) (Equation 3), which measures the
tendency of the simulated data to either over- or underestimate the observed data and uses
the same variables as the Nash-Sutcliffe model (Gupta, Sorooshian, & Yapo, 1999).

'If= i (Y io b s - Y

isim

) * (100)

PB IA S =

Equation (3)

S f = i ( t o 6s)

A positive value for the PBIAS indicates that the simulation underestimates the
actual value, while a negative value indicates overestimation; a value of 0 indicates no
bias.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. MODEL ACCURACY
Model accuracy was evaluated for the TRMM, CFSR, and CDR data sets. The
model was separately calibrated for each of these data sets, as described above. Table 2
shows the metrics used to evaluate model accuracy for each precipitation data set. This
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table shows that the model is difficult to calibrate; none of the precipitation data sets have
metrics that show a fully acceptable model, and all data sets have a positive PBIAS value,
indicating that the models underestimate the actual discharge. The CFSR data set
produces the best results and has a relatively low NSE value, but the R2 is less than 0.5.
The TRMM data set produces a negative NSE value, indicating that the model
performance is worse than predicting the average discharge, and the R2 is low. When
CDR-based estimates of precipitation are used, the NSE value is slightly negative and the
underestimation bias is high, and the correlation with the measured discharge data was so
poor that no R2 value could be established.

Table 2. NSE, PBIAS, and R2 of the three satellite-based rainfall data.

Data set

NSE

PBIAS

R2

CFSR

0.20

51.9

0.28

TRMM

-1.09

35.74

0.012

CDR

-0.13

100

N/A

Multiple factors may be responsible for the relatively poor model performance.
First, the field-based discharge measurements available for calibration are very limited
(short term period); a longer time period would greatly facilitate more accurate
calibration. Secondly, discharge estimates were obtained using stage measurements and
a rating curve, so some inaccuracy exists in the discharge estimates used for calibration.
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A third reason could be the “flashy” nature of surface water in this region; discharge was
often zero unless a precipitation event had recently occurred. This further reduces the
discharge measurements available for understanding watershed properties.
Figure 7 shows the stream discharge estimates for each of the precipitation data
sets, as well as the measured discharge. This figure shows that modeled results are often
less than those measured in the field (as also evaluated with the PBIAS), and that the
timing of discharge often differs between the simulated and measured responses. This
latter result is especially interesting, as low NSE and R2values can be generated if the
timing of discharge differs between modeled and simulated results, but the volumes of
water discharged may be more accurate than these metrics would indicate.
This is important if the simulated results are used for applications where the exact
date of occurrence is less important than annual totals or discharge magnitudes, such as
flood prediction or water storage projects. When the total discharge over the calibration
period is considered, the gauge-based measured discharge was 8.5 x 107 m3, while the
discharge for the CFSR, CDR, and TRMM data sets were 5.7 x 107 m3, 2.0 x 103 m3, 7.6
x 107 m3, respectively. While the CDR data set is obviously unsuitable, the CFSR and
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Figure 7. Simulated and measured discharge values for the calibration period.
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TRMM estimates are more reasonable than standard time-based metrics might
indicate. The percent error for the cumulative discharge for the TRMM and CFSR data
sets were 9% and 34% respectively, which indicates that TRMM data might provide a
suitable estimate of total discharge but may be less accurate about the specific dates of
discharge.

3.2. HISTORICAL SIMULATED DISCHARGE
Water management projects need long-term measurements of parameters such as
discharge. Although these measurements do not exist for many watersheds, satellitebased estimates of precipitation are sometimes available. To provide estimates of
discharge that could be used in water management projects, simulated discharge
estimates were created for the time period for which satellite-based estimates of
precipitation were available. For the study area, this time period is 1977 to 2014,
but since the first five years were needed for passive model calibration, the simulation
period is from 1982 to 2014. Based on the analysis of simulation accuracy, the CFSR
were considered to provide the best estimates of discharge with the SWAT model.
Accordingly, historical discharge measurements were made over the Hatra sub-watershed
from 1982 to 2014 using the CFSR data for the precipitation input. The simulated
discharge over this time period is shown in Figure 8.
As shown in the previous figure, discharge in the Hatra watershed can vary
significantly from year to year. Most years have relatively modest discharge, but large
storm events occur in a few years. To better understand the probability of storm events,
and subsequent floods, a flood frequency analysis was done using the largest discharge
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measurement from each year and employing the Weibull method. The probability of a
discharge of a given magnitude or greater is given by p

p

= 100 * [ m / (n + 1) ]

Equation (4)

where and n and m are the number of years of data and the rank of the discharge in any one
year, respectively. The flood probability graph is shown in Figure 9. While maximum
discharge recurrence analysis is important for flood control planning, the average daily
discharge is more useful for water supply planning. A histogram showing the distribution
of the average simulated daily discharge measurements are shown in Figure 10. This figure
shows that the “flashy” nature of the stream observed during the calibration period is
typical for this watershed, as most of the time the discharge is very low or zero, and even
moderate discharge values occur infrequently.

1982

1987

1992

1998

2003

2009

2014

Figure 8. Simulated discharge over the Hatra watershed from 1982-2014.
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The simulated daily discharge measurements were also used to create a duration
curve of the average discharge in the Hatra watershed (Figure 11). Duration curves are
especially useful for water supply planning projects such as aquifer recharge, since they
provide more statistical detail than histograms. To construct a daily duration curve that
was representative of the entire period of simulated data, a duration curve was calculated
for each of the 32 years of the study period, again using the Weibull method. A final
duration curve was then constructed by averaging the discharge for each probability in
the single-year duration curves. The resulting duration curve provides an average
discharge/probability that is more presentative of this watershed than the curves
constructed using only one year’s worth of data.
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Figure 9. Flood probability curve for the Hatra watershed.
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Figure 10. Histogram of simulated discharge for the Hatra watershed outlet, 1982-2014.
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Figure 11. Duration curve using simulated discharge for the Hatra watershed outlet,
1982-2014.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Historical records of stream discharge are needed to develop water management
strategies, but these data are not available for most watersheds. This research used
historical precipitation records and the SWAT hydrological model to generate a
simulated discharge record from 1982 to 2014 for an ungauged watershed in northwest
Iraq. Calibration of the hydrological model was difficult, as the period of time when
measured discharge was available was quite limited, but sensitivity analysis, applied
using the SWAT-CUP (Abbaspour et al., 2012 method, assisted with calibration.
Calibration was done using three different precipitation records (CFSR, TRMM, and
CDR), and the calibration metrics (Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency, coefficient of
determination, and percent bias) showed that output achieved using the CFSR data best
matched the measured discharge measurements, although the TRMM data better
represented the actual volume discharged. These CFSR data were then used to simulate
discharge over the study period, and these discharge measurements were used to develop
tools for water management, such as flood recurrence intervals and duration curves.
The results of this study can be used for future engineering projects for water
management, such as flood control and aquifer storage projects. The historical discharge
record is highly variable on an annual basis (Figure 8); discharge for most years is quite
low, but high magnitude flood events in a few years significantly raise the average
discharge. This pattern indicates that water management in this watershed will be
challenging. Flood control structures may be needed for low frequency but high
magnitude events (Figure 9), but average discharge will be low. A duration curve of
average flow throughout a year (Figure 11) shows that the discharge is also highly
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variable on a daily basis, with most discharge occurring in less than 15% of the year. As
the primary water problem in this area is water shortage, the duration curve shows that
significant structures will be needed to conserve water from large but infrequent
precipitation events; the volumes that might be captured can be calculated from the
discharge-duration curve.
The hydrological model used here could be improved by better calibration and
more accurate inputs. Reliable ground measurements of precipitation would be helpful
for assessing the accuracy of the satellite-based precipitation input. Longer term
monitoring of discharge at the watershed outlet would also improve calibration. A bettercalibrated hydrological model would provide more reliable discharge estimates, but even
with the limited data available, the simulated discharge measurements are a useful
preliminary tool for water management in this region.
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ABSTRACT

All around the world the demand for water is increasing, especially in arid and
semi-arid regions. Thus, it’s crucial to have a better strategy for water management. One
of these strategies is to promote groundwater recharge for restoring the aquifer depletion.
The successful groundwater recharge is limited by selecting the right sites or zone of
groundwater recharge. The study area geology consists of clastic sedimentary rock (i.e
claystone, sandstone, siltstone, and limestone) within Injana formation. Gypsum rock also
existed in the area which belong to Fat’ha formation. We have used in this study, satellite
data integrated by GIS tools, to indicate the favorable zones of groundwater recharge, in
the Hatra subwatershed, North western Iraq. Several thematic layers were prepared for
the purpose of groundwater recharge suitable zones which are: soil type, lineament
feature density, stream buffering distance, depth to groundwater, the annual flow in
subbasin, stream density, and the geology of the study area. Each layer has assigned to a
weight based on its importance as a control factor in groundwater recharge. The weight
ranged between 1 to 5, where 1 is less of an influence factor, and 5 is the most influential
factor. The total score of each pixel in the study area was estimated through summing up
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the overlapping of each assigned weighted thematic layer. The results show that 11%
(area km2) of the study area considered as excellent zones for groundwater recharge.
21% of total area (area km2)indicated as good zone, 23% classified as moderate suitable
for groundwater recharge, and finally 45% (area km2) considered poor area. Low grade
suitability could be enhanced by using some engineering project.

1. INTRODUCTION

Arid and semi-arid regions subject to cycles of high intense rainfall could cause
huge floods, followed by sudden drop in precipitation which leads to droughts
periodically. In addition, Water resources deficiency has created challenges globally
particularly in these regions, which make the groundwater the most needed source of
freshwater worldwide. Therefore, better water management in such regions are crucial
and have been improving constantly,one of these practices is to promote groundwater
recharge during the wet season help to increasing a longer-term groundwater supplies for
later extraction during the drought seasons (Gale 2005, Dillon et al. 2009; Maliva and
Missimer 2012; O’Leary et al. 2012, Russo, Fisher, and Lockwood 2015, Das and
Pardeshi 2018), ) One of the advantages of ground storage is limiting water losses by
evaporation as well as improve groundwater quality (Russo, Fisher, and Lockwood 2015)
(Ma and Spalding 1997).
Success groundwater recharge project is depending totally on how accurate the
groundwater potential delineation (Ahmadi, Mahdavirad, and Bakhtiari 2017). Indicating
suitable zones for groundwater recharge through traditional methods by using field
testing is difficult and time consuming as groundwater is subsurface flow, it will require
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numerous field measurements in this matter. For these reasons, using the indirect method
to locate groundwater potential zones is more efficient, which relies on analysis several
satellite-derived surface features data such as soil texture, drainage pattern and density,
lineament features, landuse and land cover, surficial lithology, and some satellite-based
precipitation measurements (Sander et al. 1996; Nag 2005; Sener et al. 2005; Solomon
and Quiel 2006;Ahmed, Jayakumar, and Salih 2008 ; Ganapuram et al. 2009; Singh et al.
2011b; Magesh et al. 2012; Mukherjee et al. 2012; Russo, Fisher, and Lockwood 2015;
Russo, Fisher, and Lockwood 2015; Ahmadi, Mahdavirad, and Bakhtiari 2017;Das et al.
2017, 2018; Das and Pardeshi 2018b). Many hydrogeomorphology features can be
processed and integrated into variety hydrogeomorphology thematic layers, to identify
groundwater potential zones with accuracy and time-consuming efficiency, (Tiwari et al.
2017). (Bhowmick, Mukhopadhyay, and Sivakumar 2014) (Tiwari et al. 2017)
(Bhowmick, Mukhopadhyay, and Sivakumar 2014)
“GIS has emerged as a useful computer tool for handling / a large volume of data,
both spatial and temporal, Thus, the integrated application of RS and GIS techniques
provides potentially powerful tools to study groundwater resources and design a suitable
exploration plan. / analyzing water-resources systems in general and groundwater
systems in particular, (Stafford 1991; Goodchild 1993)”Several studies have applied
remote sensing and GIS techniques to delineate groundwater potential zones all over the
world (Raj and Sinha, 1989; Champati et al., 1993; Krishnamurththyet al., 1996; Saraf
and Chaudhary, 1998; Shahid et al., 2000). , Jaiswal, 2003) Solomon and Quiel 2006;
Agarwal, P. K. Garg and R. D. Garg
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The surficial features of the ground impact the ground infiltration rate (e.g. slope,
lineament density, drainage density, soil type and surficial lithology). The subsurface
flow of groundwater also is controlled by the aquifer hydrological characteristics such as
permeability and porosity (Bagyaraj et al. 2013)(Das and Pardeshi 2018)
In recent years, many works have been done to identify groundwater potential
zones. For example, some researchers have used multi-criteria decision analysis
techniques field measurements such as Jha et al. (2010) where several thematic layers
have process and integrated through ArcGIS environment (i.e. slope map, elevation data,
geomorphological features, soil and geological information, depth to groundwater, annual
net recharge, annual rainfall) (Machiwal, Jha, and Mal 2011) a similar method was used
by (Ghayoumian et al. 2005) (Chenini, Ben Mammou, and El May 2010) (Salar, Othman,
and Hasan 2018) (Mukherjee et al. 2012; Kumar et al. 2014; Machiwal and Singh 2015;
Das et al. 2017), Deepesh Machiwal P. K. Singh (2015). Weighted overlay analysis
Identification of Artificial Recharge Sites (Selvarani et al. 2017)(Selvarani et al. 2017;
Saraf and Choudhury 1998)(Salar, Othman, and Hasan 2018)(Machiwal, Jha, and Mal
2011)(Jasrotia, Majhi, and Singh 2009)(Ghazavi, Babaei, and Erfanian 2018) Fuzzy logic
studies have been done by (Tiwari et al. 2017), to determine areas most suitable for
artificial recharge using GIS-based fuzzy logic approach. Another method is using the
true or false Boolean logic method with several thematic layers classified, weighted and
integrated in ArcGIS environment, (Riad P. et. al., 2011).
The objectives of this study is to determine zones of groundwater potential in
Heather subwatershed using remote sensing and GIS techniques. Several thematic layers
were prepared including the depth to groundwater, lineament feature density, stream
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density, the distance from the stream, geological map, soil types and the annual subasinflow in. ArcGIS was used to integrate these data and identify the suitable zones of
groundwater recharge.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. LOCATION AND THE GEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA
The study area is located near Hatra city north-west Iraq, part of Jezira watershed
which we have named it by Hatra sub-watershed. Jezira watershed falls between the
boundary Eurphrate river from the south and Sinjar mountains from the north, Tharthar
valley from the east and Syria from the west, (Figure 1). The area climate classified as
arid and semi-arid based on the Koppen climate classification. Average annual rainfall of
Jezira region was calculated using the average monthly rainfall that is estimated by Iraqi
Meteorological Organization and Seismology between 1982 and 2012, which varies
between 150 and 500 mm.The rainiest region happens in the northern part of Hatra sub
watershed and decreases towards the southern parts of the region. The study area climate
is similar to south-western USA climate such as orange county in California state, which
is characterized by hot and dry summers, cool winters, and most rainfall occurs during
between November and April The remaining half of the year is dry, especially the hottest
months are June, July, and August, with a monthly average temperature of 32° C.
Lithology of Jezira area goes back to Neogene period which form out of two
informations which are; Injana and Fat’ha formations. Fat’ha formation comprises of
thick layer of gypsum with thickness of 14m overlay on top of limestone and dolomitic
limestone with thickness ranges between 1.7-7m, the bottom layer is comprised of marl
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and mudstone with thickness of 3m (Ma’ala, 1976) When the Fat’ha formation meet the
surface/expose that cause a groundwater discharge /springs, along Tharthar valley there
are about 25 spring (Krasny et al., 2006) Piezometric levels indicate the water bearing
horizons are hydraulically connected with each other.

Figure 1. Geographical location of the study area.

The Injana formation comprises of sandstone, limestone, siltstone and claystone.
Injana formation is exposed within the northern part of the study area as well as along
Tharthar valley and the south of the region where the Tharthar Lake is located. Fat’ha
formation exposed in the middle and southern areas of Jezira region.
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The lithology of study area comprised of Injana, and Fat’ha formations (refer to
study area lithology’s section number). Injana overlay over Fat’ha formation. Choosing
Injana formation as zone where the water will seep through will help to decrease the
gypsum solubility due to the clastic materials of Injana formation as well as the calcium
bicarbonate ion which generates due to the carbonate rocks in injana formation, all of that
will increase the quality of extracted groundwater in future use.

2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In order to study subsurface water through satellite data and some field
measurement, there is a direct relationship between groundwater and some
hydrogeomorphology features of the basin (Devi et. al., 2018) Throughout reviewing
previous work in this field (Xu et. al., 2002; Nag, S. K. 2005; Dar et. al., 2010; Teixeira
et. al., 2013), revealed that surface water infiltration influence by several
hydrogeomorphology parameters such as length of the drainage net,, relation of the
drainage net to the basin area, lithology, slope, relief aspects of the basin, land use land
cover (LULC), rainfall, groundwater depth, drainage density, landform, lineament
density, elevation, and topographic position index (TPI) (). We also concluded that each
study area characterizes in specific potential parameters that have an effect on
groundwater recharge, particularly in that area only. The hydrogeomorphology
parameters were considered in this study were; the distance from the streams, vadose
zone thickness, the average annual flow in in each subbain, soil texture, surficial
lithology, and lineament density.
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GIS techniques were employed in this study for zoning area suitable for
groundwater recharge used for future projects of Hatra subwatershed. Each factor has
weighted based on expert opinion to the size of influence of this factor to control
groundwater recharge project. The total weight of each pixel comes by summing the
overlaid/overlay weights of all factors on that pixel. A pixel with a higher total weight
will appear as good zone for groundwater recharge.
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) Harmonized World Soil Database
v 1.2 was used to generate the soil texture map with spatial resolution of 30 arc-second
(1:5 000 000 scale), (Nachtergaele et al. 2009, 2010). This database relias on the soil
regional and national information combination to map soil units, (Nachtergaele et al.
2010).The soil map classified soil into particles size classes, (sand, clay, loam, etc.)
coarse textured soils consist of sand sized particles, finer texture is related to clay size,
while medium texture could contain silt size particles, (Nachtergaele et al. 2010).
The study area predominated by 3 soil types (Figure 2), which are; calcic
xerosols, gypsic xerosols, and gypsic yemosols. The northern and southern part of the
study area tend to be covered by gypsic soil, meanwhile, the middle part of region covers
by calcic soil. We are trying to avoid the gypsic soil as recharge zone in the current
study, despite of their high groundwater infiltration, but gypsic soil tends to be high
soluble in water which give high possibility of groundwater pollution. Accordingly, the
clcic soil as preferable zone of groundwater recharge. In addition, the clastic materials
which coming from non-gypsiferous soil zones can help to improve the water quality
because these materials would work as a coating materials to the fractures in gypsum
aquifer, because gypsum rock are more soluble in clear water than water carry clastic
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materials (which help to reduce the soluble rate in hence increase water quality).
Therefore, it has been considered the area with gypsiferous soil is not suitable for
recharge in the first place.
Another factor controls surface water infiltration is lineament density especially
where the main formations comprised of hard rocks, then the movement and occurrences
of groundwater depends mainly on the secondary porosity and permeability which
resulting from folding and fracturing etc. Therefore, the most obvious structural features
that are important from the groundwater point of view are the lineaments, (Mohmood, A.,
1996; Koch, M., & Mather, P. M., 1997; Subba Rao et al., 2001). Accordingly, lineament
density could relate with high surface water infiltration zone, in general, a zone with
distance of 300m or less from a lineament consider an acceptable zone for groundwater
recharge (Krishnamurthy et al., 2000). (J. Krishnamurthy et. al., 1993)
Satellite technology has been improved for the last three decades, now we are able
to study structural geology and geomorphological features through remote sensing and
geographic information system techniques, and as a very powerful tool to study
groundwater . (e.g. Krishnamurthy et. al. 1996; Sander 1996; Saraf and Choudhury
1998). The lineament density of study area were prepared from the available 1:100,000
lineament thematic map, (Figure 3) (Shamaa, 2001), which was extracted using remote
sensing techniques.
Lineament density represents the total length of lineaments in a unit area (Yeh et.
al., 2016). Generally, three distinctive lineament feature directions which are 260°, 45°
and 0° are presented in the study area. We had assigned more weight on higher density
lineament density, as higher density lineament zones are favorable region for
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groundwater recharge. Lineament density map was prepared using ArcGIS and classified
into four classes (Figure 4).

Figure 2. The soil map of Hatra subwatershed.

Another factor considered in this study, the depth to groundwater. This
information was collected by (Al-Jiburi, 2004 a and b). Groundwater table level is
ranging between 10-49m . ArcGIS was used to generate grids of depth to groundwater
thematic layer. It has noticed that the deepest groundwater table is in the center of the
study area (Figure 5). We had also used the annual average surface water flow of each
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HRU. The water flow in data was generated using SWAT model (Sueed and Grote, 2020)
in the previous project on the same watershed.

Figure 3. Study area lineament thematic map.

This parameter is important to determine the importance of groundwater recharge
in particular sub-basin. However, if there are two consecutive sub-basins surface water
flow from one to the other, increase groundwater infiltration in the first one will reduce
the flow in surface water to the other, as a result, will decrease the groundwater recharge
importance in the next sub-basin, (Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Lineament density map.

2.3. WEIGHTED INDEX OVERLAY ANALYSIS
Each thematic layer has converted to a raster to be treated in ArcGIS software.
These rasters have been weighted based on previous studies and application of these
studies to this site (Tess A. et. al., 2015; Andualem T. et. al., 2019) (Table 1). The
overlaid weighted procedure is a straightforward method that was applied by using
ArcGIS environment tool. Each thematic layer received a rank based on previous work in
this matter as well as based on the researcher view to define the importance of each
parameter. More important is the relative potential of each of these parameters.(influence
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of that particular feature on the hydrogeological environment of the area), thus there is no
standard can be used for the thematic layer rank, rather than using human judgment in
this matter, (Krishnamurthy et al., 1996; Saraf and Choudhary, 1998; Saraf and
Chowdhury, 1998). Five range levels were used for the thematic layers where 1 indicates
(assigned as ) less important and 5 is the most important. The overall weight come by
summing all overlaid rank levels.

Figure 5. Water table level map.
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Figure 6. Annual average surface water flow.

Table 1. Hematic layer relative weight.
Factor

Description

Relative weight

Soil type

Soil type will control the

Clastic soil: 5

groundwater quality in the area. A

Gypsiferous soil: 1

higher weighting was given to
clastic soil, than gypsic soil due to
the possiblie contamination the
latter can cause.
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Table 1. Hematic layer relative weight (Cont.)
Lineaments

A higher density if lineaments

Low density (0-0.37 km"

density

means higher possible

1): 1

groundwater infiltration.

Moderate density (0.37

Therefore, a high lineament

1.08 km-1): 2

density is favorable for artificial

High density (1.08-2.96

groundwater recharge.

km-1): 3
Jasim and Mallikarjuna
(2011), Dar et al.(2010)

Formation

We prefer infiltration into the

Injana formation: 5

Lithology

Injana formation to change the

Fat’ha Formation: 3

chemistry of the water to
carbonate, which will reduce the
gypsum solubility.
Depth to

Greater depth to groundwater

Class 5 (37-49m)

Groundwater

could have room for more

Class 4 (27-37m)

infiltration.

Class3 (19-27m)
Class 2 (10-19m)
Class1 (1-10m)

FlowIn

Annual water budget is the main

Flow 20-30 cubic meter:

factor in this study.

5
Flow 20 -0: 1
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Table 1. Hematic layer relative weight (Cont.)
Distance from stream

It’s important to locate the

500 m: 3

engineering proj ect of

1000m :2

groundwater recharge on

5000 m: 1

the stream, to avoid the
private property and it’s
more efficient in terms of
water collection

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Six hydrogeomorphology were applied in this study which are; lineament density,
stream buffering, average annual subbasin flow in, vadose zone thickness, soil texture,
surficial lithology. These parameters have weighed from one to five based on their
expected impact on groundwater recharge. One is less impact and five is the most impact
parameter on groundwater recharge. These parameters have been integrated in ArcGIS
environment to generate a final suitability map. Higher total weight means a more
suitable area for groundwater recharge than other regions (which indicates a higher
groundwater potential over an increasing value of/had a higher groundwater potential).
Lineament density classified into four ranges, (0-0.09, 0.09-0.25, 0.25-0.4, 0.4-0.6 km./sq
km) higher value of lineament density is favorable zone for groundwater recharge. The
depth to groundwater is grouped into five levels (0.9-10, 10-19, 19-27, 27-37, 37-49 m),
higher depth gives higher storage for groundwater. Annual stream discharge of subbians
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of the Hatra subwatershed have been estimated by Majid and Grote (2020). High flowin
has located in the middle of the study area which ranges between 143 to 241 cms. In
terms of the surficial lithology and soil texture, the clastic sediments of injana formation
and study area’s soil are preferred as groundwater zone. The slope parameter was
dismissed in this study, because 96% of the study area has slope ranges between 0-5
degrees.

42,0,0*E

43*CT0"E

9.5 4 75 0
—

9 5 Kilometers

i—

42W E

Figure 7. Groundwater recharge zone suitability map.
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The suitability map has been generated by integrating these important
hydrogeomorphology factors. The results of groundwater recharge suitability zones
(Figure 7) have been classified into five grades; Excellent, Good, Moderate, Low, and
Poor zones. The results indicate that 11% of the study area classify as an excellent zone
of groundwater recharge, which demonstrate as promising region for groundwater
recharge, which has dark purple color, it is characterized by high lineament density, short
buffering distance, receives high annual surface water, has higher thickness of vadose
zone, and has preferable soil and rock materials. An area of 21% classified as good zones
of groundwater recharge. Soil, lineament density, and annual water flow-in in the basin,
all played a role to reduce the suitability for this region. The analytical results show that
23% of the study area has a grade of moderate suitability. The main factor affecting this
zone is the distance from the main channel. In this study valleys are always a favorable
zone for groundwater recharge as unused land or own by locals, also they are excellent
areas to collect surface water. About 45% of the land range between low to poor zones
for water recharge purposes.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In regard to the (purposes of ) groundwater investigations, it’s recommended to
start indicating groundwater recharge zones as an initial step before completion of
groundwater subsurface exploration (Shaban 2003). We had demonstrated in current
study a delineation of groundwater recharge potential (The current study carries out an
analysis of groundwater potential of Jazira area.) by using hydromorphology thematic
layers were extracted from satellites which indirectly affect the groundwater recharge
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(e.g. surficial lithology, soil type, drainage, lineament features), in addition to some field
data, all together was integrated with GIS environment in Hatra subwatershed in north
western Iraq. The overly weighted method was operated to classify the regions into five
classes ranging from excellent to poor zones for this purpose. The Geographic
Information System has proven in this study as an effective method to handle multiple
data sets and allows them to correlate spatially and better decision-making water
management.
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SECTION

2.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1. CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of this study is to make water management studies possible in a
region where there is lack of ground hydrological measurements, by using remote sensing
integrated with computer modeling. The following is a summary of research findings:
1.

Satellite-based rainfall estimates are a powerful tool, due to the spatial and
temporal coverage, as well as the time and cost efficiency. However, there is
an uncertainty corresponding with such data. The size of data validation varies
depending on which application the data uses.

2.

Satellite-based rainfall estimates show more uncertainty daily, and an increase
in accuracy on a monthly basis, due to the under-forecasting events neutralize
the over-forecasting events which results in decreases of the error magnitude.
Accordingly, using satellite-based rainfall estimates to obtain hydrological data
in the long run (e.g. annual watershed discharge) is more reliable.

3.

SWAT model has the capability to obtain hydrological parameters of a
watershed in high accuracy. In addition, the model is open source, and has a
support community which makes this model suitable for use worldwide.

4.

Overlying methods of hydrological thematic layers through integrating ground
and satellite data in GIS environment, is a very important method to target
protentional hydrological features efficiently.
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5.

Overall, the water management strategy is possible in arid and semi-arid
regions by using remote sensing data, and by understanding the hydrological
conditions of the watershed to be able to set up the computer model properly.

2.2. RECOMMENDATIONS
Satellite-based methods integrated with computer models and GIS software have
been applied to substitute the ground-based hydrological measurements in the purpose of
water management. Several ideas and recommendations were discovered during the
research journey, which include:
• Further studying to generate a high-resolution global map of uncertainty
probability for satellite-based precipitation estimates.
• Accuracy analysis and performance enhancement of hydrological satellite-based
data such as: relative soil moisture, groundwater table level through GRACE
satellite, and surface water altimetry data. In addition, extracting high resolution
surface water boundaries to be correlated with groundwater table variations.
• Prepare SWAT model inputs globally to have more consistent results by
researchers, as well as to maximize the model performance.
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